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Pres Carl Gray K7ECW
Vise Pres Ray Blanke KC7MRM
Treas Ralph Roggenback N2RJR
Sec M. Rick Ouzts WA7NWN

An agenda was passed out.

Critiques:

1 The coffee stop fund raiser went good.  For the three days we netted $304.00.  

2  UAS quarterly meeting and training  went through pictures of some missions.  Were asked if 
we need to renew our night time wavers? No.  

3 Last month was the county volunteer Appreciation dinner.  It was a great meeting and dinner.  

4 At the positive impact meeting Randy talked about the HF radios and antennas mostly.  Need to
work on the river gauges.  We may try to build our own using raspberry pi's a lot to look at for 
planning.

5 Randy, Connie, and Ralph went to a Girl Scout meeting to show them the Comm Van and some
Drones.   The presentation went very well they liked the drones.    Though the weather 
changed from sun to rain to sun.  

6 At the Blooms to Brew run in Woodland they staggered the starting times which worked out 
OK.  We had some communication problems with keying up the repeater.  Simplex seemed to 
work better.  Next year we may use simplex more.

7 Tax status change to 501C3.  Will try and see the lawyer tomorrow.  And see how ACS ties in 
the LCARA.  And what information do we need from other sheriff officers.  

Upcoming Activities:

1 May 4, Saturday,  ELT training with the Civil Air Patrol/  They want to set up a command 
center at the county building, old boat house.  And be able to use HF to talk to OR and Calif and  other

areas.  They will set up a 40' antenna.  Plan to meet at the county building in the north parking 
lot.  Will Email the time to everyone.    

2 May 11  we will have a V E licensed testing session.  Mike, N7DQ, said he would come and 
help.  

3 May 14 there is a LEPC meeting, Local Emergency Planning Committee at the DEM.  It is for 
commercial companies and emergency groups.  

4 May 18 will be a second ELT practice with CAP.  May have a few more people involved.
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Teams

1 we need a new VE leader Mike Bates, N7DQ, can not do it anymore.  The leader needs to have 
an Extra license.  

2 For the river gauges, Bill Czarnecki, KB7CZ, will check on the cost of a solar panel to power 
them.  

3  Plan to put curtains in the Comm Van to help darken the inside for viewing pictures.   May try 
using Velcro to hold them.  

4 Drone group will continue working on current projects.  We can use more pilots and helpers if 
anyone is interested.  Want to fly the cooks ferry Rd area and map it, south of Castle Rock. 

5 Web page, does anyone have things to post on it?  We can contact Wally to do that.  

6 The APRS is putting out RFI.  For now turn it off when using the HF equipment.  Will look into
getting it cleaned up.

7 Digital data team, need to look at the digital equipment and make sure it all works.

8 At another meeting there was talk about LCARA membership privileges and ACS membership 
privileges.  The bylaws say what each can do at the club house.  We don't want to have any bad 
feelings about this.

Good of the Order

1 Jeff Edgecomb, KB7PMO knows some people that want to get licenses.  He met a neighbor that
wants to renew his license.  

Adjourned at 8:07pm attendance 11

 
 


